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Introduction. We consider an integral of the form

I(S) =  f f(x\ ■ ■ ■ , x", z, p1, ■ ■ ■ , p^dx1 ■ ■ ■ dxn

defined for a class of «-dimensional surfaces 5: z = z(x1, • • • , xn) in (w + 1)-

space. The integral I(S) is to be evaluated by setting

dz
z = z(x\ • • • , x«),       p- = —- (i = 1, 2, • • • , n)

dxl

and integrating over the fixed domain A. We seek sufficient conditions on a

surface So which will ensure that So provides 7(5) with a relative minimum

in the class of surfaces S which coincide with So on the boundary C of A.

In 1917 Lichtenstein [5]C) considered the case w = 2 and by constructing

a field established a sufficiency theorem for a stiong relative minimum. He

supposed analyticity for the functions involved, and assumed for the second

variation I2 a Jacobi condition expressed in terms of the characteristic values

of a boundary value problem associated with the accessory partial differential

equation. In the present paper we prove, without field theory and for the

case of general «, a sufficiency theorem for a semi-strong relative minimum

under much less stringent analytic requirement. We also give an estimate of

the difference I(S)—I(Si). We assume for the second variation a condition

of the form

72(f) è y f fW • • • dx",
Ja.

where 7 is a positive constant, and f is any variation vanishing on C. Reid

[lO] has announced, but not yet published, a sufficiency theorem for a strong

relative minimum for multiple integrals.

Few sufficiency theorems for multiple integrals are known. The main inter-

est in the present paper lies in the method, which is indirect and appears to

hold promise for extension to other problems. The indirect method of proof

has been recently applied to simple integral problems by McShane   [6],

Presented to the Society, August 23, 1946; received by the editors, June 21, 1946, and, in

revised form, March 4, 1947.

(l) Numbers in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the paper.
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Myers [8], and Hestenes [4].

Section 1 is devoted to a formulation of the problem. In section 2 we

prove a convergence theorem closely related to the work of Morrey [7].

In section 3 we derive some properties of the Weierstrass £-function, and in

section 4 we make the proof of the main theorem.

1. Formulation of problem. We write x for the vector (x\ • • • . xn), p

for (pl, • • • , pn), dx for dx1 ■ • • dxn, and adopt the convention that a re-

peated index means summation over that index. We remark that z does not

represent a vector.

The integrand function/(x, z, p) is taken to be defined and of class C" on

an open set in (x, z, p)-soace, and the integral I(S) is to be understood in the

Lebesgue sense. A point (x, z, p) will be called admissible in case it lies in the

domain of definition of/.

The region A is taken to be a bounded, open, connected set in »-space with

boundary denoted by C. The closure A + C of A will be denoted by A ; we

do not assume that the «-dimensional Lebesgue measure of C is zero. We

point out that the domain of integration in I(S) is the open set A.

The surfaces S we shall consider are given in the form z=z(x), where z(x)

is defined and Lipschitzian on A ; that is, there exists a constant B such that

|z(xi)—z(x)| ^B[(x\—xi)(x\—x')]112 for Xiand x in A. For such a function

the partial derivatives dz/dx* exist almost everywhere on A, and | dz/dx'l " is

summable on A for arbitrary a>0. We shall often use p' to represent the

derivatives of z. A surface S:z=z(x) will be called admissible in case it satisfies

the following conditions: (i) z(x) is Lipschitzian on A; (ii) (x, z, p) is admis-

sible whenever x is in A and all the partial derivatives pi = dz/dxi exist;

(iii) the integral I(S) exists, finite or infinite.

For any function h in L2 on A, that is, integrable square on A, we define

||A||2 =  f h2dx.
Ja ■

We call an admissible surface S: z=z(x) a surface of class C in case z(x.)

can be extended to a neighborhood of A in such a way that the extended

function is of class C, in the usual sense, in the neighborhood. Whenever

reference is made to such a surface without specific designation of the range

of x it is understood that the range of x is A. An extremaloid So : z=zo(x) is an

admissible surface of class C which satisfies the Haar-Coral condition. This

condition asserts that for every «-dimensional cube R which together with its

boundary R* lies in A, the relation

/fzdx =  I    fp<v*ds
r J R*

holds, where v = (v1, • • ■ , v") is the outer normal to R*, ds is the (» — !)-
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dimensional element of area on R*, and the partial derivatives of / are evalu-

ated at So- A surface So is called nonsingular in case the determinant |/Pvl is

different from zero at every point of So.

Associated with the integral 7 is the Weierstrass E-function

E(x, z, p, P) m f(x, z, P) - /(*, z, p) - (P* - pl)fAx, z, p).

Let So be an admissible surface of class C. We shall say that So: z=zo(x)

satisfies the Weierstrass condition Hn-,m with constant 717 >0 in case the fol-

lowing properties are satisfied(2) : (i) po(x)p\(x) <M for x in A, where the pj

are the partial derivatives of z0; (ii) there exists a neighborhood N in (x, z, p)-

space of the values (x, Zo, pi) belonging to So such that the inequality

£(x, z, p,P)^0

holds for (x, z, p) in N, (x, z, P) admissible with P'P'KM. For M= + oo this

condition reduces to the standard Weierstrass condition Ylu. We shall have

occasion to deal only with the case 717 finite.

By an admissible variation we shall mean a function f (x) which is defined

and Lipschitzian on A, and vanishes on C. The first variation 7i(f) of the in-

tegral 7 along the surface So is given by

7i('f) =  f (M + fp<^)dx
J A

where iri = ^x<, andfz, /p* are evaluated at So. It may be shown that a surface

of class C is an extremaloid if and only if the first variation along So vanishes

for every admissible variation. The proof will be omitted. It may be made by

the method of Carson [2], with a modification consisting in the use of a

device employed by Reid [9, proof of Lemma 2.2] to take care of the irregu-

larity of the boundary C.

The second variation I2(Ç) of 7 along So is given by

h(ï) =  f 2co(x; f, txi)dx
Ja

where

2co(z; f, *-•■) = /„f2 + 2/^ifx* + /nVTrV

and the partial derivatives of / are evaluated along So. We shall say that a

surface So satisfies the strengthened Jacobi condition in case there exists a

positive constant y such that

uix) = -yilrll2

(2) The author is indebted to the referee for suggesting this form of the Weierstrass condi-

tion.
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for every admissible variation f. This inequality is a strengthening of the

well known necessary condition I2(Ç) !=0 for a minimizing surface, but is not

the only form of a strengthened Jacobi condition that may be considered.

An important necessary condition for a minimizing surface is the one involv-

ing the nature of the solutions of the Haar-Coral equation for the second

variation [9]. One way of strengthening this necessary condition is to assume

that there exists a solution of the Haar-Coral equation for the second varia-

tion which is everywhere different from zero. It may be shown that such a

strengthened Jacobi condition implies our strengthened condition. We shall

not make use of this result. For simple integral problems the two strength-

ened conditions are equivalent.

Our main theorem is the following.

Theorem. Let So: z=zo(x) be a nonsingular extremaloid which satisfies the

strengthened Jacobi condition. Let M>0 be any finite constant with which So

satisfies the Weierstrass condition \\n;m- Then there exists an e>0 and a neigh-

borhood J of So in (x, z)-space such that the inequality

I(S) - I(Si) > min {«, t(\\z - z0||2 + \\p* - pí\\ -\\p  - pl\\)}

holds for any admissible surface S: z = z(x) distinct from So which lies in J,

coincides with So on the boundary C, and satisfies p'p' < M for almost all x in A.

2. A convergence theorem. The convergence theorem stated below may

be deduced from the extensive results of Morrey [7]. For completeness we

present a short proof of a result sufficient for our needs.

If a function w(x) is Lipschitzian on A then u has partial derivatives al-

most everywhere in A. If, in addition, u vanishes on C we may define its

partial derivatives almost everywhere on C by extending u to be zero on the

complement of A and using the derivatives of the extended function. It is

in this sense that we shall interpret partial derivatives on the boundary C

for a function which vanishes on C. By writing u as the difference of two non-

negative Lipschitzian functions it is easy to show [9, Lemma 2.1] that the

partial derivatives ux< vanish almost everywhere on C.

Theorem 2.1. Let \ua} be a sequence of admissible variations with

f («
Ja

2 »     t
+ iraTfa)dx < const. (a = 1, 2, • • • ; a not summed),

where iria = uaxi.  Then there exists a subsequence  {u#},  and n + 1 functions

«o, ttq each in L2 on A with the following properties:

(i) f [U(x)uß + V\x)x'ß]dx -► f [U(x)uo + v\x)Trl]dx as 0—► oo
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for U, V arbitrary functions in L2 on A and e an arbitrary measurable subset

ofH;

(ii) i_(uß — ui)2dx—> 0 asß—rx;

(iii) there exists a sequence {vß} of admissible variations such that

I   [("? "~ w»)  + i*ß ~ to)0</s — ir0)]«7x—»0       as /3—> oo (ß not summed),

where Kß = VßX>.

In the proof we shall use freely concepts and results from the theory of

Banach spaces. We denote by B the Banach space of all functions g in L2 on

A with norm

Observe that this norm differs from the norm ||g|| introduced in the previous

section in having A for the domain of integration instead of A. Let Bn be the

Banach space of all sets (g°, g1, ■ • ■ , g") of n + l functions in L2 on A with

norm

lite0.«1. •••,r)||i = IU0||i + IU1l|1+---+llrl|i-

Observe that since ua=ira = 0 almost everywhere on C we have

(2.1) \\(ua, TTa)\\l  =  \\(ua,  Ta,  •   ■  ■   ,  OH 1  <  COnSt- (<*   =   1,  2,  •  •  •  )•

We first establish a lemma.

Lemma 2.1. 7e/ {«„ j satisfy the hypotheses of the above theorem. Then there

exists a subsequence {Uß} and a function uo in B such that

11 «/s ~ «o||i—»0 asß—»oo.

It is sufficient to prove the lemma for A a hypercube, since we may extend

each ua to be zero outside of A and then consider the sequence \ua} in a large

hypercube containing A. From the relation (2.1) we see that the sequence

{ua\ will satisfy the appropriate norm inequality in the hypercube. For the

details of the proof in this case we refer to Theorem 8.3 and Lemma 8.3 of

Morrey [7].

To prove the theorem we suppose that a subsequence of \ua] has been

selected according to the lemma which converges in norm in B to some

function Mo in B. We retain the same notation for the subsequence. In Bn

the sequence (ua, 7r^) (a = l, 2, • • • ) has uniformly bounded norm by the
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inequality (2.1). It follows from well known results on weak compactness in

Banach spaces [l, chap. 8] that there exists an element (wo, 7To) = (mo, tt\,

• • • , 7t2) in B„ which is the weak limit of a subsequence (uß, Wß). Since

f (Pg° + V^dx

is a continuous additive functional on B„, conclusion (i) of the theorem fol-

lows. Clearly {Uß} converges weakly to uo in B. Since {Uß} converges strongly

to üo in B, we obtain «o = wo and conclusion (ii) holds. From another theorem

on Banach spaces [l, chap. 9] we may assert that there exists a sequence of

finite linear combinations of {uß, icß\ which converges in norm in Bn to

(uo, tto). This sequence must have the form (vß, Kß) with Vß Lipschitzian on A,

Kß = Vßxi, and »j = 0on C since {(Uß, -Kß)} has these properties. This completes

the proof.

3. The £-function. In the present section we let S0: z = z0(x) be an ad-

missible surface of class C, and write £¿=zo*< (* = 1, 2, • • • , «). We let N,

with or without subscripts, denote.a neighborhood in (x, z, £)-space of the

values (x, zo, po) belonging to So (on ^4), and shall suppose that such a

neighborhood is restricted to contain only admissible elements. If So satisfies

the condition Um;m we may assume also that each neighborhood Ni discussed

below is contained in N, where N is the neighborhood for which 11«^ is

effective, and that p^KMholds for (x, z, p) in JW

Lemma 3.1. Let So be a nonsingular surface which satisfies condition Hn-m

with a finite constant M>0. Then there exists a constant Xi>0 and a neighbor-

hood Ni such that the inequality

fpipiTT'ir' ^ Xi7rV*

holds for ir arbitrary, and (x, z, p) in Ni.

This is a well known result in the calculus of variations.

Lemma 3.2. If So satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 then there exists a

constant X2 > 0 and a neighborhood Ni such that the inequality

E(x, z, p, P) à X2(P< - p*)(f* - pf)

holds for (x, z, p), (x, z, P) in N2.

This lemma follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 by Taylor's expansion

theorem.

Lemma 3.3. Let So satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Then for any neigh-

borhood N3 there exists a constant X > 0 and a neighborhood N contained in N¡

such that the inequality

E(x, z, p, P) ^ X(P< - p*)(P* - pf)
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holds for (x, z, p) in N, (x, z, P) admissible and outside N3 with PtP'KM.

Proof. Select N0CN3 such that if (x, z, p), (x, z, p+ir) are in A^ then

(x, z, p+07t) lies in the neighborhood Ni of Lemma 3.1 for O^ögl. Select

A7so that NCNo. We shall show that Nis effective in the lemma. There exists

a constant k>0 such that if (x, z, p) belongs to N and ir^KAk2, then

(x, z, p+ir) belongs to No. Let (x, z, p), (x, z, P) be as in the lemma. We

write P=p+hir, with iriiri = k2 and ft^O. Since (x, z, P) does not belong to

A7o we have h ^ 2. On the other hand, since P'P' < M and M is finite, we have

h <H where 77 is a constant depending only on k and M.

By Taylor's expansion theorem, and condition \In,m, we obtain (sup-

pressing the x, z arguments)

E(p + v, P) - E(p, P) + w¡Epi(p + 6t, P) ^ 0     (0 < 0 < 1).

Calculation of the partial derivatives of £ and Lemma 3.1 yields

E(p, P)^(h- e^T'fptAP + Or)

ä (2 - ö^ittV

â (\i/H2)(P< - p<)(P< - p').

Combining Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2 we may deduce the following result.

Lemma 3.4. Let So satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Then there exists a

constant X > 0 and a neighborhood No such that the inequality

E(x, z, p, P) è X(P< - pOOP* - pi)

holds for (x, z, p) in No, and (x, z, P) admissible with P*P'<.A7.

We denote by <v/(S) the area of S over A-,

<vf(s) = f (i + pip'y^dx.
Ja

Lemma 3.5. Ze/ 77*(S) be an integral of the form

H*(S) =  f [U(x, z) + p'VKx, z)]dx,
Ja

where U, V1 are defined and continuous in a neighborhood of So in (x, z)-space.

Then for any K>0 and e>0 there exists a neighborhood J of So in (x, z)-space

such that the inequality

| H*(S) - H*(Si) | < e

holds for any admissible surface S in J which coincides with So on C and has

*A(S)^K.

Proof. Let U0(x) = U(x, z0(x)), Vi0(x)=Vi(x, z0(x)). The functions Vq are
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continuous on A and hence, by the Weierstrass approximation theorem, for

each i there exists a sequence of polynomials { V\t(x)\(a. = l, 2, • • • ) which

approaches V\ uniformly on A as a—* oo. For any surface S, let

F(S) m max {[U(x, z(x)) - U0(x)]  + [v\x, z(x)) - F0][f' - v'0]}
xia A

We also define

Ga = max [(Fo — Va)(Vo — Va)] (a not summed),
xia A

Fa m max  | Vaxi + Vax* + • • • + FaI» |.
x'wA

We have

| H*(S) - H*(So) |

^ I f [{U(x, z(x)) - Uo(x)\ + p{v\x, z(x)) - VÍ(x)\]dx
\J A

+ \f(p- Pi)(Vo - V.)dx\ + I f (p - Po)vUx
\J A \ \J A

^ *A(S)F(S) + [*A(S) +*A(So)]Ga + \f(p- po)vUx .
\J A

It remains to obtain an estimate of the last integral. To this end we observe

that since zo(x) is of class C" in a neighborhood of A it may be extended to

all of x-space in such a way as to remain of class C in the whole space [3].

We retain the same notation for the extended function. For any surface 5

which coincides with So on C we define z(x) =Zo(x) outside of A. Then z is

Lipschitzian in any bounded region in space, and from the introductory re-

marks in the second paragraph of §2 we see that pi = p% almost everywhere

outside A. Thus if R is an open hyper-cube containing A,

\\(pX- po)V\dx\ = \f (p - plo)Vlad
U A \J R

(Vaxi + Vax2 + • • • + Vaxn)(z — z0)dx

=    f (Vaxy + Vax* + ■ • ■ + Vaxn)(z - zi)dx
J A

II

¿ mFa max | z — z0 \
xia A

where m = meas (^4). The third integral was obtained by Fubini's theorem
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and integration by parts. With this inequality and the previous one we can

complete the proof. For, given an «>0 we select «o so that [zA(S) +<vf(So) ](?<,„

^ [K+cA(So)]Gao<e/3; then we determine J so that mFao max \z — z0\

<e/3, and *A(S)F(S)^KF(S)<e/3. This proves the theorem.

For any admissible surface S: z = z(x) we write I(S) =I*(S) +E*(S) where

(3.1)

Z*(5) =  f   {[f(x, z, po) - plfXx, z, pi)] + p'fXx, z, po)\dx,
Ja

E*(S) =  I   £(x, z, p0, p)dx.
Ja

Lemma 3.6. Let So satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Let {Sa}(a=l, 2,

• • • ) be a sequence of admissible surfaces with the following properties: (i) Sa

coincides with So on C; (ii) z„ approaches zo uniformly on A as a—>oo ; (fii) for

almost all x in A, papa<M (a not summed); (iv) lim supa~xI(Sa)^I(So).

Then ]ima^xI(Sa)=I(So), and

lim £*(S„) = 0.
a-*«

Proof. Since E*(S0) =0 and I(S0) =I*(S0),

I(S.)   -  /(So)   -   I*(Sa)   -  I*(So)  +  E*(Sa).

From Lemma 3.5, Z*(S„)-Z*(S0)-»O. By condition II^.m, E*(Sa)^0 for a

sufficiently large. Thus

0 £ lim sup [I(Sa) - /(So)] = lim sup P*(S0) è lim inf E*(Sa) è 0.

Hence lim £*(S„) =0. From this it follows that I(Sa)->I(So).

4. Proof of main theorem. Suppose the theorem is false. Then there

exists a sequence of admissible surfaces Sa: z=za(x) (a = l, 2, 3, • ■ ■ ) such

that Sa coincides with So on C, Sa is not identical with So, z„—->Zo uniformly on

A, piapia=zaliZazi<M (a not summed) almost everywhere on A, and

(4.1) I(Sa) - /(So) ^min {1/a, l/a(\\za ~ z«f + \\pí ~ pí\\-\\pÍ ~ A\)}

(a not summed).

The index a will appear frequently in repeated form in the following discus-

sion and we agree from the outset that such repetition is not to indicate sum-

mation on a.

We let

(4.2) kl=  f [(za - zo)' + (p'a - po)(p\ - p'o)]dx.
Ja

Since Sa is distinct from So, we have ka>0. We define a sequence of admis-
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sible variations £a by

fa =  (l/£a)(Za — zo).

From (4.2),

(4.3) J* (f„ + rWa)dx =1 (a = 1, 2, 3, • • • ),

where
i

Ta  —   fax*.

It follows from Theorem 2.1 that for a subsequence {fa}, designated by

the same subscript, we have functions fo, tJ which are in L2 on A such that

Ufa — fo|| —K), and Tr*0 satisfy

|   V (x)iradx -> I   F iTodx

for F' arbitrary functions in L2 on .4, and e an arbitrary measurable subset

of A. We restrict ourselves to this subsequence henceforth. Also there exists

a sequence {£„} of admissible variations such that

llía - fo||2+ ||¿ - t¡||-||k1 - rô|| -»0

where kict = ^axi.

As before, we may write

7(S) = I*(S) + E*(S)

where I*, E* are defined in equation (3.1). Thus

(4.4)   (l/kl){l(Sa) - I(Si)] = (l/kl){l*(Sa) - I*(Si)] + (l/kl)E*(Sa).

Lemma 4.1. For the sequence of surfaces [ Sa ] described above,

lim - |7*(S«) - 7*OS0)}   = — f (fal + 2fzpiUiro)dx.
a—, os  ka 2   of a

Proof. From the definition of I*,

1

~kl
2 \l*(Sa) - I*(So)

= TÍ I    {/(*> Za< P»f ~ fix< Zo' Pif + ÍPX" ~ Po)fp(ix, za, po)]dx
kaJ A

= — 7i(f„) + — f {Ua(x)tl + 2Via(x)taTia)dx,
ka 2   J A
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where Ua, Va—>flt(x, Zo, pi), fiP'(x, Zo, po) uniformly on A by Taylor's re-

mainder theorem. Since So is an extremaloid, we have 7i(fa) =0 and, rewrit-

ing the second integral,

-   (7*(Sa)   -  7*(S„) }    = -   f   fo{ (Ua - /„)fa +  2(Va  - /.,*)t!}¿*
ka 2 Ja

If*
+ — (fa  -  fo)(í/afa +  2Fa7Ta)¿X

2 Ja

+ — I   (/«fofa + 2fxp<ïoira)dx.
2 Ja

From the Schwarz inequality, equation (4.3), and the limit properties of

fo, irj, we obtain that the first two integrals on the right tend to zero while

the third approaches the desired limit.

From Lemma 3.4 we obtain by integration

(4.5) £*(S„) fc X f f>„ - pl)(fa - pl)dx.
Ja

By Lemma 3.6, E*(Sa)~*0. Thus the integral on the right of (4.5) tends to

zero. It follows, from a well known property of Lebesgue integration, that

we may select a subsequence {Sa}, denoted by the same subscript, such that

for each i, pa—*pQ almost uniformly on A. We restrict ourselves to this sub-

sequence henceforth.

Lemma 4.2. For the sequence of surfaces described above,

1 !   f <   /
lim inf — E*(Sa) =£ •— I   fP<Pi(x, z0, pi)TToirodx.

<*—*<*>        ka 2   J A

Proof. Let e be a measurable subset of A on which pa—>po uniformly. By

Taylor's remainder theorem

1 r i r »j    t i
—   I     £(X,  Za,  Po,  pa)dX   =  -—   I     Ua (x)îTairadX
kaJ e 2 J «

where Ual—*fptpi(x, zo, po) uniformly on e. Thus

If 1  r     ¡j i i Ir        i i
— I   Edx = — I   (77a — fP<Pi)ir„Wadx + — f fptpiiraTradx
Ka of  e 2   of  e 2.   of  e

2 J e 2 J e

H~   I  fptpiKQ'n'adx-I  fpipiwowodx.
J e 2 J e
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The first integral on the right approaches zero. The second is non-negative

by Lemma 3.1. Thus in the limit we obtain

If If i i
lim inf — I   Edx ^ — I  fpfp>iroirodx.

a—»oo       kaJ g 2   J ■ g

From the non-negativeness of £, the region of integration on the left may

be replaced by A. Since the measure of e may be taken arbitrarily close to the

measure of A, it follows from the absolute continuity of the integral on the

right as a set function that the region e may be replaced by A on the right

also. This completes the proof.

From equations (4.1) and (4.4),

(i/a) ^ (i/kl){i(sa) - z(So)} = (i/kl){r*(Sa) - I*(Si)} + (l/kl)E*(Sa).

From Lemma 4.1,

i r     2 i i
(4.6) ° = T I   (-^° + 2f*Xw°)dx + lim SUPU E*(Sa).

2   J A a—*»       ka

From Lemma 4.2,

(4.7) ZiG«, to) áQ

where the integral on the left is to be interpreted as the result of substituting

the arguments fo, irj f°r an admissible variation and its derivatives in the

second variation.

Consider now the sequence of admissible variations {£„}. By the strength-

ened Jacobi condition we have

/*(£„) è 7||e«||2.

Since (£a, Ka) converges to (fo, 7To) in the mean of order two on A we obtain

in the limit

/»(f., to) è tIItoII2.

It is clear, by comparison with (4.7), that we have a contradiction, and hence

the proof of the theorem if we can show that HfoH^O.

Suppose ||fo|| =0. Then fo would be zero almost everywhere on A, and

from equation (4.6) we should have

(l/kl)E*(S„) -> 0.

Dividing both sides of (4.5) by ka and taking the limit we should have

X
»    t

TaTTadX —> 0.

A
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On the other hand, from equation (4.3) and Hf« — fo||—»0 we have

|   irawadx —» 1,
Ja

which yields the desired contradiction.
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